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TriZetto®
Configuration
Migration Utility

Enabling Precision in
Configuration Promotion

Payers deal with constant change.
From regulatory requirements to
business modifications, these
changes must ultimately be
reflected in the configuration of
the payer’s administrative
software—a critical and complex
task when multiple, simultaneous
modifications are involved.
The TriZetto Configuration Migration Utility is an
add-on tool to the Facets™ core administrative
system that helps control, manage and successfully
execute configuration promotions. The utility gives
non-IT personnel the ability to migrate specific
aspects of configuration changes from environment
to environment in a manner that is controlled,
workflow-integrated and audit-capable.
Facets and the Configuration Migration Utility are
part of the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare
Products—a portfolio of software products that help
healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth,
drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and
quality of care and improve the member and patient
experience.
cognizant.com

The Facets™ system add-on for
configuration promotion
The TriZetto® Configuration Migration
Utility provides enhanced control of
Facets system configuration
management:
• User-friendly interface
• Extensive pre-configured template
library
• Reliable and workflow-driven
processes
• Powerful error-avoidance
functionality

With this tool, you can:
• Eliminate wholesale environment copies
• Reduce demands on specialty IT resources
• Enable adherence to change procedures and
approval processes
• Reduce testing demands and rework

Promote configuration changes quickly
and accurately
Database complexity often causes IT departments to
perform wholesale “table copies” or copy entire
environments in order to promote configuration
changes from one environment to another. This can
result in loss of critical test data, corruption of other
in-progress configuration changes, and elongated
testing cycles. Manual data migration processes can
also be inefficient, resource-intensive, and lead to
errors that jeopardize data integrity.

Utilize a simplified, controlled
process for managing the
progression of Configuration
Changes for your Facets system
with a highly effective utility that
delivers increased accuracy and
efficiency and reduces demands
on IT resources.

Through automated administrative controls and
expanded tracking capabilities, the Configuration
Migration Utility reduces migration errors and
compliance issues while freeing technical resources
to focus on strategic priorities. Rapid migration of
data to multiple environments enables you to
quickly update Facets system environments and
confidently promote configuration data into
production.

The Configuration Management Utility provides:

Efficient and effective configuration management
With this utility, requisite changes to new system
configurations are validated through a progression
of test environments. Configuration specialists gain
access to more than 500 configuration templates
that define the specific data to be managed and
moved. They can also create custom templates that
meet your unique business requirements. Once a
template is established, an automated validation
process (including 90 different rules) confirms that
each migration is appropriate for the target
environment, that the data is consistent with the
base Facets system configuration and that it
contains the right components for use in the
target environment.

• Traceability. Control and track data migration
efforts to improve the security and auditability
of the change control process.

• Usability. Complete migrations on a self-service
basis using pre-configured templates
• Efficiency. Promote your Facets system
configuration changes to one or all
environments simultaneously
• Specificity. Move only the modified data,
allowing for predictable and precise outcomes

Reach your objectives faster
In addition to Facets and the Facets Configuration
Migration Utility, we offer an extensive line of
solutions and services that harness the power of
digital to optimize your business. Achieve new
levels of performance and efficiency with Digital
Business, Digital Operations, and Digital Systems
and Technology capabilities from Cognizant.
For more information about how the Cognizant
line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you
enhance revenue growth, drive administrative
efficiency and improve cost and quality of care,
call 1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.
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